Abstract-Network software is typically organized according to a layered architecture that is well understood. However, writing correct and efficient code that conforms with the architecture still remains a problem. To overcome this problem we propose to use a domain specific language based approach. The architectural constraints are captured in a domain specific notation that can be used as a source for automatic program generation. Conformance with the architecture is thus assured by construction. Knowledge from the domain allows us to generate efficient code. In addition, this approach enforces reuse of both code and designs, one of the major concerns in software architecture. In this paper, we illustrate our approach with PADDLE, a tool that generates packet processing code from packet descriptions. To describe packets we use a domain specific language of dependent types that includes packet overlays. From the description we generate C libraries for packet processing that are easy to integrate with other parts of the code. We include an evaluation of our tool.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network software is typically organized according to a layered architecture that is well understood. However, writing correct and efficient code that conforms with the architecture still remains a problem [1] . In other domains this problem has been dealt with using automatic code generation from specifications. The most well known case is compiler technology where lexical analyzers are generated automatically from regular expressions [2] and parsers are generated from context free grammars [3] . More recently, the same approach has gained attention in other domains like communication services [4] , cryptography [5] and finantial contracts [6] . We propose to use a similar approach for network software: the architectural constraints are expressed in a language that is used as a source for automatic program generation. Conformance with the architecture is thus automatically assured and knowledge of the domain allows us to generate efficient code. Further, other tools, for example for automatic testing and for evaluation of nonfunctional properties, can use our language as a source. One of the major concerns of software architecture is the possibility of reusing not only code but also designs. With our language based approach the designs are encoded in the constructs of the language. Reuse is thus enforced by construction.
As part of the layered architecture, protocol specifications include packet specifications. These are written in a highly structured informal notation that describes header fields with lengths, constraints and other properties. On the other hand, programmers that implement network protocols have to deal with packets as sequences of bits that have to be interpreted according to the specification, at the same time converting between byte order in the network device and the processor. This is most frequently done in the C programming language using offsets, bit masks and dedicated functions which are difficult to relate to the specification. Also, code fragments referring to a field or to a constraint on a field can appear more or less anywhere in the code. All this makes it difficult to keep track of the correspondence between the architecture and the implementation and to make modifications to the programs that follow slight modifications in packet specifications.
In this paper we address this problem using a domain specific language based approach. We introduce PADDLE, a tool that generates packet processing code from packet descriptions made in a dedicated language. Packets are described using dependent types in a notation that also includes a construct for packet overlays. From the packet descriptions we generate C libraries for packet processing that are easy to integrate with other parts of the code. The choice of dependent types allows us to deal with semantic constraints on fields and among fields. When using our tool, packet descriptions are kept in one place, can be modified if needed, and the packet processing code is generated automatically. Both our language and its implementation as a tool are based on recent work that formalizes the treatment of ad-hoc data formats [7] that we have adapted to packet processing. Our tool is part of a larger project using the same language based approach to the development of network software.
The contributions of this work are as follows. In Section II we introduce the components of our notation for describing packets, including physical layout, dependency of fields and semantic constraints. We also show the operations for layering packets of a protocol stack. In Section III we show how we generate code for a packet processing library in C. We also discuss some of the characteristics of the generated code. In Section IV we compare the results of using our tool to generate a packet sniffer with an existing sniffer programmed directly in C. The paper concludes with a section on related work and one on conclusions and future work.
II. PADDLE: A PACKET DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE
Our language for describing packets is a language of types that resembles structures in C: header fields are given names and types. However, it is richer than ordinary C structures. The base types can include information on the number of bits occupied by the field. The type of a field can refer to other fields, so that the value of a field can be the number of bits needed for another field. Boolean functions can be used in types to constraint the values that a field might take. To build layers of headers we provide a construct for overlaying packet descriptions. In what follows we present the language in detail.
A. Field Types
A field type is either a primitive type qualified by the amount of bits needed for its representation, a type constrained by a boolean function, an alternative between two types or an array type:
a) Base Types: Given that B is a primitive type in C and e is an integer expression in C, B(e) is a field type in PADDLE. A field with this type occupies as many bits as the value of the expression. If no expression is used, the default size of the type B is assumed. The expression may refer to the value of previous fields. As an example, a field can have type int (10) to indicate that only 10 bits are used in the buffer for a value of type integer for that specific field.
b) Constrained Types: Given that τ is a field type and e is a boolean expression in C, a field with type τ {e} is a field of type τ whose value satisfies the condition e. References to other fields can be made in the boolean expression. As an example, a field can be typed
ihl : int(4){ihl>=5}
The field ihl uses 4 bits in the buffer and its value should be an integer greater or equal than 5. c) Sum Types: Given that τ and τ are types, a field with type τ +τ is a field with type τ , alternatively τ . Using this type we can describe fields of a variety of forms, as for example f : char(4){f=='a'}+int(4){f==97}.
d) Array Types:
Given that τ is a type and e is an integer expression in C, a field with type τ [e] is a sequence of length e of elements of type τ . The expression e may refer to other fields. For example, a field with type int (4) [100] is a sequence with 100 integer elements, each occupying 4 bits. If the empty [] is given, the field can be a sequence of any length.
In PADDLE packets are described putting together fields in records. As an example consider the definition of a packet for IP version 4: where u8 and u16 are just abbreviations for unsigned char and unsigned short.
B. Overlays
In addition to field records, PADDLE provides overlays as a way of describing packets. Overlays are used to encapsulate a packet within another and they can be nested. In this way packet specifications can be made following the layered architecture, in a modular way. Given packets pname and pname', a new packet can be defined by placing pname' within one field of pname:
The overlay includes a list of conditions that have to be satisfied. For example, assuming that the packet type tcp has been defined, the overlay that describes tcp over ipv4 is ipv4.payload<->tcp {ipv4.protocol==6}
As anticipated, the software architecture, in this case a layered architecture, is encoded in the constructions of the language. More domain specific constraints are also part of the language. In the case of PADDLE this is the fact that packet headers are records of header fields. This language based approach provides us with a source for code generation. The kind of code that is generated is also domain specific. In the case of PADDLE, we generate packet processing libraries, with fragments that can be used to parse packets, to marshal packets and to do some simple processing like filtering. These libraries can then be integrated with the rest of, for example, a protocol implementation or other network software written in C. The resulting program is improved in that there is a localized packet description, making the program more maintainable. The programmer in turn avoids dealing with the low level details involved in the implementation of packet processing. From a software architecture perspective, two central concerns are guaranteed by construction:
• conformity between architecture and code, • reuse of code and designs.
III. CODE GENERATION The C programs we generate from packet descriptions include in-memory representations, parsing functions and marshaling functions. The parsing functions are used when receiving a packet while the marshaling functions are used when sending a packet.
A. The representation types
To each packet description we associate a C structure with the same fields as in the packet specification, the representation type. The types of the fields in the structure are obtained form PADDLE field types by erasing type dependencies and constraints. The translation from PADDLE field types to C types is as follows:
• A base type B(e) is translated to the C type B.
• A constrained type τ {e} is translated to the translation of the underlying type τ .
• A sum type τ +τ is translated to a C union of the translations of τ and τ .
• An array type τ [e] is translated to a C array with fixed size e whenever e is present and does not contain free variables. Otherwise, it is converted to a pointer.
Overlays are translated to C unions. If at some point in a program we were interested in retrieving the value of a complete packet we would get a value in its representation type. As an example consider the PADDLE packet description fragments However, when parsing or marshaling a packet we are only interested in identifying the fields and checking that they comply with the constraints expressed in the PADDLE description. The packet will reside in some buffer and we will try to avoid copying the contents of the buffer. In order to go through the buffer we introduce a number of auxiliary types that help in the implementation of the parsing and marshaling functions.
To begin with we introduce field handles that are used to keep track of the fragment of the buffer where a given field resides. Field handles have type typedef struct{ char * buffer; u_int index; u_int offset; }field_h;
including a pointer to the buffer where the packet resides, an index to the buffer bit being read or written, and a count of the number of bits representing this field.
If needed, for example to test whether some condition holds, the value of a field can be easily extracted from the buffer via its handle using a predefined function FieldRead.
With these field handles, we can associate a type to each packet description, a packet handler type, that is a structure of field handles. For overlays we use unions. Translating a packet description to its packet handle type is straightforward. As an example consider Ethernet packets again. The packet handle has type: typedef union{ arp_h * arp_h; ipv4_h * ipv4_h; field_h * payload_h; }ethernet_payload_h_u; typedef struct{ field_h * ethernet_dstadd_h; field_h * ethernet_srcadd_h; field_h * ethernet_ptype_h; ethernet_payload_h_u * ethernet_payload_h; }ethernet_h;
B. The parsing function
For each packet description in PADDLE we also generate a parsing function with prototype packet_h * parse_packet(char * buffer, u_int bitIndex); where
• packet_h is the packet handler type we have generated for the given packet description. For example, for Ethernet packets it will be ethernet_h.
• buffer is the memory area where the incoming packet is stored.
• bitIndex is an index indicating at which bit parsing should commence. The code generated for the parsing function depends on the PADDLE type. Some illustrative cases are:
• For fields of a base type an offset has to be moved forward as many bits as required. For example, the field ptype of an Ethernet packet is described as ptype:u16 in PADDLE. This is translated into • For constrained field types, the value of the field has to be extracted and the condition has to be tested. For example, if the field version of an Ethernet IPv4 packet has a value other than 4 it should be discarded:
return NULL; If something goes wrong during parsing, the function returns NULL.
C. The marshaling function
For each packet description we also generate a marshaling function with prototype int * marshal_packet( char * buffer, u_int bitIndex, packet_inmemory * packet); where
• buffer is the memory area where the outgoing packet is stored, • bitIndex is the index indicating at which bit marshaling should commence.
• packet is the in-memory representation of the outgoing packet.
The return value of type int will be non-negative on success. For example, the marshaling function for the Ethernet packet has the following prototype: int * marshal_ethernet( char * buffer, u_int bitIndex, ethernet * p);
The marshaling function converts an in-memory representation to a sequence of bytes for transmission. It has to do the following tasks.
• Feed the value of each field to the packet buffer using a predefined function FieldWrite. For example, the following code is used to write the value of the field ptype into the buffer (assuming u16 in PADDLE): offset = 16; FieldWrite(buffer,index,offset, p->ethernet_ptype); index += offset;
• In case of overlays, choose an adequate marshaling function to proceed. For example, ethernet_payload is written into the buffer using
marshal_arp(buffer,index, p->ethernet_payload); where the value of ethernet_ptype is checked first to guide the further function calls.
D. The generated code
We have put some effort in generating code that makes efficient use of resources. The parsing functions work directly on the buffer that stores the packet. Only when the value of a field is needed, for example for checking a constraint, do we use a variable in the program to store the field. The parsing and the marshaling functions are bit oriented, instead of byte oriented, meaning that fields can use less than a byte and that fields can cross byte boundaries. With this, headers can be very compact, an important issue in protocols for sensor networks.
IV. A PACKET SNIFFER
We used PADDLE to produce a TCP/IP packet sniffer, a program used to intercept and display TCP/IP packets being received over the Ethernet network. In this section we compare the resulting program with Sniffex, the TCP/IP sniffer that follows with the packet capture library libpcap [8] . Figure 1 shows the execution time results where the Xaxis shows the number of packets and the Y-axis shows the execution time in seconds. The difference in performance is accounted for by the time needed to construct the handle for each field.
It is also interesting to compare the size of sources because it provides a hint on the time needed for programming and on the possibility of understanding the complete program. Table I shows the lines of code for PADDLE. The lines of code of Sniffex have been adjusted to take into count only the functions that are used in the example. The lines of C code generated from PADDLE include both .h and .c files. We are not so satisfied with the size of the executable and we think there are opportunities for optimizations.
V. RELATED WORK
We are not the first ones to be interested in using high level formal descriptions to generate programs that deal with tedious tasks. In this section we mention some of the earlier work using types as specifications for program generation.
The use of types to describe packets with the purpose of generating packet processing code was introduced in [9] . Types are used externally and a compiler generates parsing functions that can be rapidly adapted to implement packet filters. To our knowledge [9] were the first to use types for packet specifications. There is only one basic type, bit, and type constructors for repetition and sequencing. In order to cope with data dependency, fields are allowed to have attributes that can be referred to in restriction clauses. There are also ways for overlaying a packet specification in the field of another specification -typically in the payload field for layered protocols. In our work we replace the ad-hoc notion of attributes from [9] with a richer system of dependent types. We also allow for a richer set of basic types instead of just bits. In this way we can deal with more semantic constraints and consistency conditions that are beyond the scope of [9] .
The idea of using dependent types for expressing constrains and physical representations was introduced in [10] , in the more general setting of ad-hoc data processing. There is, however, no way of expressing overlays. More recently, in [7] , the semantics of dependent types as a formalization of ad-hoc data formats was presented. In our work we adapted the semantics for the specific case of network packets.
Types have also been used in [11] to describe and manipulate binary data formats. They address however another domain, has been tested to deal with Java byte code, and does not provide mechanisms for layering data in fields.
For dealing with the contents of payloads, [12] introduces a notation for describing data types in a language independent way and comes with tools to convert these descriptions into binaries that can be used to store or transmit instances of these data structures. In our context it would typically be used to describe the kind of data an application wants to send.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have shown that taking a domain specific, language based approach we can address two of the main concerns of software architecture:
• conformity between architecture and code, • reuse of code and designs. We have illustrated this with PADDLE, a tool to assist in the implementation of protocol stacks, a domain where software is organized in layers. Using our tool packets are described in language of dependent types. In PADDLE types are used to describe both the physical layout of packets and semantic constraints on their fields. These descriptions are then the source for program generation. We generate C code for both interfacing the network to the host formats but also for parsing and writing packets from and to the wire. This processing is bit oriented allowing for very compact packet formats suitable for embedded systems. We think that the descriptions in PADDLE are closely related to packet descriptions in protocol specifications and that the resulting programs are modular and thus easy to assess correct, to maintain and to modify.
We are keen to do more extensive experiments with our tool, both to evaluate performance of the resulting code and to identify limitations that might lead to improvements. In the long term we intend to incorporate the packet types of PADDLE as part of the type system of a domain specific programming language for the implementation of protocol stacks. When for efficiency reasons packets should not be read into a data structure, the program inspects the buffer where the packet is placed by the network adapter. In making our type system internal we still want to be able to deal with the binaries storing packets. We plan to use techniques borrowed from [13] and adapt them to a language with types.
